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Nearly thirty years ago, Sir William (then Mr) Turner became known as an authority on the cerebral convolutions, and the work he published in 1866, entitled Convolutions of Human Cerebrum Topographically Considered, was the first serious attempt made in this country to demonstrate their position and relations. Since then, numerous papers on the convolutions of man and various animals have appeared from his pen, and the special invitation he received to deliver an address on this subject at the Berlin Congress last year was a just recognition of his position as one of the leading exponents of this department of cerebral anatomy. Sir William Turner follows Broca in recognising a primary division of the surface of the cerebral hemisphere into two parts, 
a basal region or rhinencephalon, and a superior portion or pallium. 
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Broca classified the mammalia into two groups,?osmatic animals, 
which possess a well-developed rhinencephalon with a keen sense 
of smell; and anosmatic animals,in which the rhinencephalon and 

olfactory sense are either feeble or not developed at all. Sir 

William Turner adopts a more logical division arranging them 
in three groups, which he terms macrosmatic, microsmatic, and 
anosmatic. 

This address contains a masterly review of the condition of the 

rhinencephalon and pallium in the various orders of mammals. 
Ik 

is illustrated by a large number of woodcuts prepared from 

original drawings of actual dissections. It would be out of place 
in this Journal to discuss the numerous points of interest raised ni 

this address, but those interested in the subject will find it well 

worthy of careful perusal. 


